430

SKYDECK

T

he SKYDECK model marks the new generation of Galeon yachts
with a refreshing top deck design that combines the benefits of both
the flybridge and hardtop versions. Find three forward facing seats
and two sundecks on top all while maintaining a distinguishable and sleek
look of the yacht.

Skydeck line

A wide sunroof opens over the helmsman station while an automatic,
drop down ladder allows easy access to the top, without compromising any

Skydeck is the final form of yacht evolution combining the advantages of both the flybridge and hardtop
variants of the acclaimed 400 series. With a sporty
profile, a glass sunroof and a compact top deck there
is nothing more to wish for.

of the cockpit space. The modular aft design will enable to effortlessly transform from a sundeck into separate loungers or a dinette with a pop-up table.
This convenient solution helps utilize the available space in the most effective manner, creating five completely different layouts in a matter of seconds.
The extended hydraulic stern platform will be appreciated by all water paraphernalia enthusiasts.
The main deck offers a well-planned and meticulously finished interior with
a sizeable dinette, a galley and an elevated helmsman station. Down below,
three cabins and two bathrooms ensure privacy and comfort for all passengers. The port side cabin can be turned into a galley creating even more space
on the main deck. Quality fabrics and luxury fittings create a stunning and
relaxing interior.
A wide variety of propulsion options include the IPS, shaft, sterndrive,
Aquadrive and Axius systems to suit all needs. High power output engines
will realize the yacht’s potential and help take advantage of the precise and
accurate handling, while others will be more focused on comfort and fuel
efficiency. Join the Skydeck generation now!

430 SKY

A dynamic profile works in favour of the SKYDECK variant.

The SKYDECK features both a top deck and a sunroof over the helm

Transformable cockpit seating

430 SKY - Custom High Gloss
An amazing display of windows on the main deck

The main helm station

Saloon with galley moved back

A sizable dinette will seat plenty

Functional galley area

Wide steps lead to cabins down below

Forward owner’s cabin

Twin guest cabin

A full-sized, enclosed shower in one of the bathrooms
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430 SKYDECK
L AYOU T S

T E C H N IC A L S PE C I F IC AT ION
Length of the hull

[m]

11.79

Length overall

[m]

12,50 / 13.25*

Beam of the hull

[m]

4.10

Beam overall

[m]

4.16

Draft max 1

[m]

0.80

Bridge clearance 2

[m]

4.20

Height to transport

[m]

5.13

Fuel tank capacity

[dm3]

2 x 550

Water tank capacity

[dm3]

450

Grey water tank

[dm3]

200

Black water tank

[dm3]

150

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

[kg]

12070

Maximum Load

[kg]

2740

Min. engine (-s) power

[kW/hp]

2 x 198 / 270

Max. engine (-s) power

[kW/hp]

2 x 353 / 480

Crew limit

12

Category

B

1

– without propellers

2

– Max. height from water line at draft min.

* – with extended stern platform

3

– minimum mass with base engines
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